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TYPE
THINK

DESCRIPTION
Passive

Analyst

Pragmatist
75 %

Impulsive

Peter addresses decision making from a strong pragmatic perspective. In his
approach, the focus is on solving the problems rather than on the detailed
analysis of them. Peter decides in a considered way by properly evaluating
potential costs and benefits of actions. Based on this, he can handle potential
change with ease. Peter usually undertakes action in due time, without losing
sight of the methods and rules. Peter deals with things in a flexible and no
nonsense way. His approach however could also result in problems only being
dealt with when and if they actually occur.

ACT

Executor

Conscientious

Result-oriented
83 %

Enterprising

Peter addresses things in a flexible way, starting from a clear targeted focus. In
function of the desired result, he knows how to plan his activities according to the
situation. In function of the objective, Peter can easily switch between a global
and detailed perspective. Also in terms of pace and method, he can easily switch
according to the requirements at that moment in time. In particular tasks that
make ‘sense’ (content) wise and that hold a certain challenge can appeal very
much to him. This provides Peter with the feeling of being usefully occupied. In
order to function optimally, he needs to have an understanding of the final
objective. Goal orientation can after all be a need and an incentive for Peter.

COMMUNICATE

Dependent

Detached

Extrovert
100 %

Introvert

In social situations, Peter mostly feels quickly at ease and he is very fluent in
social contacts. Peter is very open in interaction with others. Due to his strong
extrovert attitude, he can be experienced at times to be very exuberant. He has
by nature a trusting mind-set, which could however also lead to naive reactions.
He is helpful and thoughtful towards friends and colleagues. Appreciation is valued
by him, but this is not a must for Peter to feel good. This is due to the composed
nature and the high self-confidence of Peter. As a result, he is less dependent and
sensitive to reactions of others or to pressure from the environment.

TEAMWORK

Directive
74 %

Motivator

Cooperative

Submissive

Peter can spontaneously assume a rather prominent role within a team. He
usually finds it very important to be able to (co)drive things. In consultation with
others, he can also defend his view with a lot of determination. It is important to
Peter to feel that he matters within the team; if not, he could choose to go his
own way. Peter has a lot of ambition and is keen on always doing his utmost. He
likes to engage in competition with others to achieve goals. In a leading role,
Peter can be perceived very dominant. He pays less attention to consultation and
can steer things strongly from a hierarchic position. Peter shows less empathy for
the perception of other people. This results in him coming across strict and little
compassionate.
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